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Lecture 11: Reminder 

Recursion, and recursive functions 
• Basic examples and definition of recursion 

• Fibonacci 
• factorial 

• Binary search - revisited 
• Sorting 

• QuickSort 
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Lecture 12 - Plan 
Recursion, and recursive functions 
• Sorting 

• MergeSort 
• Towers of Hanoi 
• Towers of Hanoi nightmare 
• Tail recursion 
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Another Manifestation of Recursion (with a twist) 

4 
(Cover of Ummagumma, a double album by Pink Floyd, released in 1969. 

Taken from Wikipedia. Thanks to Yair Sela for the suggestion.) 



Recursion (definition, reminder) 
A function f(∙), whose definition contains a call to f(∙) itself, is called 
recursive. 
 
A simple example is the factorial function, n! = 1 ∙ 2 ∙ … ∙ n. 
It can be coded in Python, using recursion, as follows: 
 
def factorial(n): 
       if n==1:  
           return 1 
       else:  
           return n*factorial(n-1) 
 
A second simple example are the Fibonacci numbers, defined by       
F1 = 1, F2 = 1, and for n > 2; Fn = Fn-2 + Fn-1. 
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Recursion and Convergence (reminder) 
At first sight, one may suspect that recursive definitions like these will 
lead nowhere. Or in other words, that they are cyclical and will never 
converge. As we have seen, this surely is not the case. However, we 
must be careful when we design recursive functions 
  
Two “design principles" to the correct design of recursive functions: 
1. Have a base case (one or more), which is the halting condition (no 

deeper recursion). In the factorial example, the base case was the 
condition n==0. In the Fibonacci example, it was n<=1. 

2. Make sure that all executions, or “runs", of the recursion will 
actually lead to one of these base cases. 
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Recursion trees 
Recursion trees are a common visual representation of a 
recursive process. 
Note that it may not be clear from a recursion tree what 
the order of calls is. 
In my opinion, recursion trees are not a good way to 
design or understand recursive algorithm. 
However they enable a better understanding of the 
process, and may help the complexity analyses. 
To argue about a recursive algorithm, it is best to look at 
just one level – the immediate recursive call(s), using the 
“wishful thinking” idea. 
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Recursion trees – example 
For example, here is the recursion tree for fibonacci, for n=6: 
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Merge Sort 
Mergesort is a recursive, deterministic, sorting algorithm. It 
follows a divide and conquer approach. An input list (unsorted) 
is split to two -- elements with indices from 0 up to the middle, 
and those from the middle up to the end of the list. 
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If we could sort these 2 halves, we would be done by merging 
them. 

Well, does anybody know a good sorting algorithms? 



Merge Sort 
Mergesort is a recursive, deterministic, sorting 
algorithm. It follows a divide and conquer approach. 
An input list (unsorted) is split to two -- elements with 
indices from 0 up to the middle, and those from the 
middle up to the end of the list. 
 
Each half is sorted recursively. 
 
The two sorted halves are then merged to one, sorted 
list. 
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Merge Sort - recursion tree on a specific input example 
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Merge Sort, cont. 
Suppose the input is the following list of length 13 
[28, 12, 32, 27, 10, 12, 44, 20, 26, 6, 20, 21, 0]. 
We split the list in half, to 
[28, 12, 32, 27, 10, 12] and [44, 20, 26, 6, 20, 21, 0]. 
And recursively sort the two smaller lists, resulting in 
[10, 12, 12, 27, 28, 32] and [0, 6, 20, 20, 21, 26, 44]. 
We then merge the two lists, getting the final, sorted list 
[0, 6, 10, 12, 12, 20, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 32, 44]. 
The key to the efficiency of merge sort is the fact that as  
we saw, merging two lists is done in time O(length of first 
list + length of second list). 
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def merge(A, B): 
    ''' Merge list A of size n and list B of size m 
        A and B must be sorted! ''' 
    n = len(A) 
    m = len(B) 
    C = [0 for i in range(n + m)] 
 
    a=0; b=0; c=0 
    while  a<n  and  b<m: #more element in both A and B 
         if A[a] < B[b]: 
             C[c] = A[a] 
             a = a+1 
         else: 
             C[c] = B[b] 
             b = b+1 
         c = c+1 
 
    if a==n: #A was completed 
         while b<m: 
             C[c] = B[b] 
             b = b+1 
             c = c+1 
    else:  #B was completed 
         while a<n: 
             C[c] = A[a] 
             a = a+1 
             c = c+1 
 
    return C 

Merge:  
python Code 
(reminder) 



Merge Sort: Python Code 
def mergesort (lst): 
       """ recursive mergesort """ 
       n = len (lst) 
       if n <= 1: 
             return lst 
        else: 
              return merge ( mergesort ( lst [0: n//2]) ,\ 
                                         mergesort ( lst [n //2: n ])) 
                         # two recursive calls 
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Merge Sort: Initial Analysis 
Given a list with n elements, mergesort makes 2 recursive 
calls. One to a list with                  elements, the other to a 
list with                 elements.  

 

The two returned lists are subsequently merged. 

Recall that in the rec_slice_binary_search function, slicing 
resulted in O(n) overhead to the time complexity, which is 
disastrous for searching. 

Here, however, we deal with sorting, and an O(n) overhead 
is completely OK. 
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Merge Sort: Recursion Tree and Time Analysis 

On board: Recursion tree; its depth; the number of recursive 
calls. 
The runtime of mergesort on lists with n elements satisfies the 
recurrence relation T(n) = c ∙ n + 2 ∙ T(n/2) , where c is a 
constant. 
The solution to this relation is T(n) = O(n ∙ log n). 
Questions: 
• Is the last statement true for the worst or for the best case? 
• Can we speed up the computation under certain conditions? 
• Is it worth while? 
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A Three Way Race 
Three sorting algorithms left Haifa at 8am, heading south. Which one will 
get to TAU first? 
We will run them on random lists of lengths 200, 400, 800. 
>>> from quicksort import * 
>>> from mergesort import * 
 
3 way race 
quicksort 
n= 200 0.17896895999999998 
n= 400 0.38452376 
n= 800 0.87327308 
mergesort 
n= 200 0.24297283999999997 
n= 400 0.49345808000000013 
n= 800 1.0856526 
sorted # Python 's sort 
n= 200 0.007834879999999877 
n= 400 0.02002811999999965 
n= 800 0.04940151999999998       # I think we have a winner ! 
 
The results, ahhhm, speak for themselves. 17 



And Now For Something Completely 
Different: Towers of Hanoi 
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(figure from Wikipedia) 

Towers of Hanoi is a well known mathematical 
puzzle, and no class on recursion, including 
this one (a recursive claim in itself :-), is 
complete without discussing it. 



Towers of Hanoi - origin 
The puzzle was invented by the French mathematician 
Édouard Lucas in 1883. There is a story about an Indian 
temple in Kashi Vishwanath which contains a large room with 
three time-worn posts in it surrounded by 64 golden disks. 
Brahmin priests, acting out the command of an ancient 
prophecy, have been moving these disks, in accordance with 
the immutable rules of the Brahma, since that time. The 
puzzle is therefore also known as the Tower of Brahma puzzle. 
According to the legend, when the last move of the puzzle will 
be completed, the world will end. It is not clear whether Lucas 
invented this legend or was inspired by it. 

19 
(text  from Wikipedia) 



Towers of Hanoi 
There are three rods, named A, B, C, and n disks 
of different sizes which can be placed onto any 
rod. The puzzle starts with all n disks in a stack in 
ascending order of size on one rod, say A, so that 
the smallest is at the top (see figure). 
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(figure from Wikipedia) 



Towers of Hanoi: Rules of Game 
The objective of the puzzle is to move the entire stack of all n 
disks to another rod, say C, obeying the following rules: 
• Only one disk may be moved at a time. 
• Each move consists of taking the upper disk from one of 
the rods and sliding it onto another rod, on top of the other 
disks that may already be present on that rod. 
• No disk may be placed on top of a smaller disk. 
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(figure and some text  
 from Wikipedia) 



Towers of Hanoi: recursive view 
In order to think about a recursive solution, we should first have a 
recursive definition of a Hanoi tower:  
it is either empty,  
or it is a tower on top of a larger disk (larger than  
all the disks in the tower on top).  
Schematically: 
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A tower of n-1 disks 

A larger disk  

This is the base case 

Another possibility is 
to let the base case be 
a tower of one disk 



Towers of Hanoi: The algorithm 

We can now describe a recursive algorithm to 
move a stack of n disks from rod A to rod C using 
rod B as a helping rod. 
In the base case , when n=0, there is nothing to do. 
The non- base case (n>0) will be shown in the next 
slide. 
[If we chose n=1 as the base case, then the base 
case would be to move the single rod from A to C] 
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Towers of Hanoi: recursive algorithm 

24 

A B C 

Move top tower from A to B using C as helping rod 
Move one disk from A to C 
Move top tower from B to C using A as helping rod 

Helping  
rod 

Helping  
rod 



Towers of Hanoi: another picture 

25 A 

Move top tower from A to B 
using C as helping rod 

Move top tower from B to C 
using A as helping rod 

Move one disk from A to C 

B C 



Towers of Hanoi: Recursive Solution 
To move n disks from rod A to rod C, using B as a “helping rod": 
If n = 0, there is nothing to do. 
Otherwise (namely n > 0): 
1) Move n - 1 disks from rod A to rod B, using C as a “helping rod". 
2) Move the single disc n directly from rod A to rod C. 
3) Move n - 1 disks from rod B to rod C, using A as a “helping rod". 

 
Correctness:  (no rules are violated) 
• During the entire stage (1), disk n stays put on rod A. As it was the 
biggest of all n disks, no rule will be violated if some of the n - 1 disks 
are placed on top of it during the recursion in (1). 
• In step (2), all n - 1 smaller disks are on rod B, so moving disc n 
directly from rod A to rod C is legal. 
• The argument for step (3) is identical to the argument for step (1). 
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Towers of Hanoi: Number of Moves 

Let us denote by H(n) the number of moves required 
to solve an n disc instance of the puzzle. 
In the recursive solution outlined above, to solve an n 
discs instance we solve two instances of n - 1 discs, 
plus one actual move. This gives us the recursive 
relation 

H(0) = 0 
For n > 0, H(n) = 2∙H(n - 1) + 1 

whose solution is H(n) = 2n - 1. (You should be able to 
verify the last equality, using induction.) 
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Optimality of Number of Moves 

Hey, wait a minute.  H(n) = 2n - 1 is the number of 
moves in the solution presented above. Can't we find 
a more efficient solution? 
 
This is very good thinking in general. But in this case, 
one can show (not even that hard) that H(n) = 2n - 1 
moves are required from any solution strategy. (Of 
course, more inefficient strategies do exist). 
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Towers of Hanoi:  
An Interesting Prefix Property 

It is can be seen (not immediate, but not too hard) 
that to  
move n + 2 disks from rod A to rod C, using B,  
we first have to  
move n disks from rod A to rod C, using B 
(and then what?). 
 
So the latter moves are a prefix of the former ones. 
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Towers of Hanoi: Python Code 
We write a function of four arguments, HanoiTowers(start,via,target,n). 
The first three arguments are the three rods, which have distinct names. 
The last argument, n, is the number of discs. 
The function returns an ordered list of discs moves. 
 
def HanoiTowers (start ,via , target ,n): 
       """ computes a list of discs steps to move a stack 
        of n discs from rod " start " to rod " target " employing 
        intermediate rod " via " """ 
        if n ==0: 
               return [] 
        else: 
                return HanoiTowers (start , target ,via ,n -1) \ 
                  + [ str . format (" disk {} from {} to {}", n, start , target )] \ 
                  + HanoiTowers (via ,start , target ,n -1) 
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Explaining the Mysterious str.format 
str.format is a function that generates a string from “template" 
and from ordered arguments. 
 
>>> str.format( "{} time {} equal {}", 5,6,30) 
'5 time 6 equal 30' 
>>> x=2; y=3; z=7 
>>> str.format( "{} time {} equal {}", x,y,z) 
'2 time 3 equal 7'        # garbage in, garbage out 
>>> str.format("{} time {} equal {}","once upon a","all animals 
were","but some were more equal“ ) 
'once upon a time all animals were equal but some were more 
equal‘ 
 
There are more advanced forms of str.format, but we will 
probably not use them. 
31 



Towers of Hanoi: Running the Code 
>>> Han = HanoiTowers ("A","B","C" ,3) 
    # Han now is a list whose elements are the moves ( strings ) 
>>> for move in Han: 
       print (move) 
disk 1 from A to C 
disk 2 from A to B 
disk 1 from C to B 
disk 3 from A to C 
disk 1 from B to A 
disk 2 from B to C 
disk 1 from A to C 
 
It is not a bad idea to verify that this does work (“trust, but 
check"). For small values of n, we could do this on board or on 
paper. 32 



Analyzing the Towers of Hanoi 
Algorithm 

On board: 
Recursion tree, recurrence relation, recursion 
depth, number of function calls, time complexity. 
We claimed that the number of moves required 
to solve an instance with n disks is H(n) = 2n - 1. 
Our program generates such a list of disk moves. 
It runs in O(H(n)) time = O(2n) 
The recursion depth here is “just" O(n). But the 
size of the recursion tree is O(2n), which is 
exponential in n. 
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Towers of Hanoi Nightmare 
Suppose a monster demanded to know what the 397 + 19 ‘th move 
in an n = 200 disk Towers of Hanoi puzzle is, or else . . . . 
 
Having seen and even understood the material, you realize 
that either expanding all H(200) = 2200 - 1 moves, or even just the 
first 397 + 19, is out of computational reach in any conceivable 
future, and the monster should try its luck elsewhere. 
 
You eventually decide to solve this new problem. The first 
step towards taming the monster is to give the new problem a 
name: 
 
hanoi_move(start,via,target,n,k) 
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Towers of Hanoi Nightmare 
To write hanoi_move(start,via,target,n,k) to compute the k-th 
move in the an n disk Tower of hanoi puzzle we recall the solution 
of the Tower of Hanoi puzzle, and think recursively: 
 
The solution to HanoiTowers(start,via,target,n) takes 2n  - 1  steps 
altogether  (so 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n - 1), and consists of three (unequal) parts. 
In the first part, which takes 2n-1  - 1  steps, we move n-1  disks.  If  
1 ≤ k ≤ 2n-1 - 1 the move we are looking for is within this part.  
In the second part, which takes exactly one step , we move disk 
number n. If k = 2n-1 this is the move we want.  
In the last part, which again takes 2n-1  - 1 steps, we again move n-1  
disks. If 2n-1 +1 ≤ k ≤ 2n  - 1 the move is within this part, and is the   
k - 2n-1 ‘th move of this part. 
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Hanoi Monster 
def hanoi_move(start,via,target,n,k): 
      """finds the k-th move in Hanoi Towers instanc with n disks  """  
      if n<=0: 
          return "zero or fewer disks" 
     elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int : 
          return "number of moves is illegal" 
     elif k==2**(n-1): 
          return str.format( "disk {}  from {}  to {} ", n, start, target) 
     elif k<2**(n-1): 
          return hanoi_move(start,target,via,n-1,k) 
     else: 
          return hanoi_move(via,start,target,n-1,k-2**(n-1)) 
 
Note the roles of the rods, as in the HanoiTowers function. 
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Recursive Monster Code: Executions 
We first test  it on some small cases, which can be verified by 
running the  HanoiTowers  program. 
Once we are satisfied with this, we solve the monster's question. 
 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,1,1) 
'disk 1 from A to C' 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,2,1) 
'disk 1 from A to B' 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,2,2) 
'disk 2 from A to C' 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,3,7) 
'disk 1 from A to C' 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,4,8) 
'disk 4 from A to C' 
>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C“ ,200,3**97+19) 
'disk 2 from B to A'   
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Recursive Monster Solution and Binary 
Search 

The recursive hanoi move(start,via,target,n,k) makes at most 
one recursive call. 
The way it “homes" on the right move employs the already 
familiar paradigm of binary search: It first determines if move 
number k is exactly the middle move in the n disk problem. If 
it is, then by the nature of the problem it is easy to exactly 
determine the move. 
If not, it determines if the move is in the first half of the 
moves‘ sequence (k < 2n-1 ) or in the second half (k > 2n-1), and 
makes a recursive call with the correct permutation of rods. 
The execution length is linear in n (and not in 2n, the length of 
the sequence of moves). 
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Binary Search 
We have already seen binary search and realized it is widely 
applicable (not only when monsters confront you). We can use 
binary search when we look for an item in a huge space, in cases 
where that space is structured so we could tell if the item is 
1. right at the middle, 
2. in the top half of the space, 
3. or in the lower half of the space. 
In case (1), we solve the search problem in the current step. In 
cases (2) and (3), we deal with a search problem in a space of half 
the size. 
In general, this process will thus converge in a number of steps 
which is log2 of the size of the initial search space. This makes a 
huge difference. Compare the performance to going linearly over 
the original space of 2n - 1 moves, item by item. 
The binary search idea is also known as lion in the desert idea. 
 39 



Replacing Iteration with Recursion 
Suppose you wanted to compute               which in Python is simply 
sum(range(1,n+1)) . However, for some reason, the lunatic course 
staff insists that you do not  use for, while, or sum. 
What would you do? 
Well, luckily you have just learned about recursion. 
def recursive_sum (n): 
       """ computes 1+2+...+n recursively """ 
       if n==1: 
             return 1 
       else: 
              return n+recursive_sum(n-1) 
This solution is fine, but much less efficient than the iterative 
solution. Furthermore, as soon as n approaches, say, 1000, you will 
hit Python's recursion limit‡ and crash. Of course you can set a higher 
recursion limit, but even n=1000000 won't be feasible, while it is a 
piece of cake for sum.    
‡ recursion depth limit will be discussed in the next class 
 40 
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Tail  Recursion 
We modify the code so that the recursive call occurs exactly at the 
end of the function body, and is a  pure recursive call  (the result of 
the recursive call is returned AS IS as the result of the current call, 
and is not mixed with other operations such as the +  above). 
To do this, we introduce an auxiliary optional argument, partial . 
 
def tail_sum(n,partial=0): 
      """ computes partial+(1+2+...+n) using tail recursion """ 
      if n==0: 
            return partial 
      else: 
            return tail_sum(n-1,partial+n) 
 
def mySum(n): 
      return tail_sum(n,0) 
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>>> tail_sum(4) 
10 
>>> mySum(4) 
10 
>>> mySum(1000) 
500500 
  



tail sum:  
Manual Removal of Recursion 

By carefully analyzing the code, we observe that the tail 
recursion can be replaced by a simple while iteration, 
where n is the variable controlling the iteration. 
 
def iter_sum (n, partial =0): 
       """ computes partial +(1+2+...+ n) with iteration """ 
       while n >=0: 
               partial = partial +n 
               n=n -1 
        return partial 
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Tail  Recursion:  
Automatic Removal of Recursion 

def tail_sum(n,partial): 
      """ computes partial+(1+2+...+n) using tail recursion """ 
     if n==0: 
          return partial 
     else: 
          return tail_sum(n-1,partial+n) 
 
A smart compiler  can  automatically convert  this code into a more 
efficient one, employing no recursive calls at all: When reaching the 
tail, no new function frame is built, Instead, the function is “freshly 
invoked'' (no history kept) with the parameters n-1,partial+n . 
Recursion of that form is called tail recursion. This optimization  is 
frequently used  in functional languages (including Scheme) where 
recursion is the main control mechanism. 
The next slides show how tail recursion can be replaced by iteration. 
  43 



graphical illustration: 
recursive process 

call call call 

return val return val return val 
calc calc calc calc 

call 

return val 



tail recursive process 

call call call 

return val return 
same val 

return 
same val 

calc no 
calc 

no 
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call 

return 
same val 



converting a tail recursive 
 to an iterative process 

call call call 

calc 

call 

return val 

don’t 
wait 

don’t 
wait 

don’t 
wait 

In functional languages, such as scheme, a tail recursive function  
is converted to an iterative one.  



Recursion in Other Programming Languages 
Python, C, Java, and most other programming 
languages employ recursion as well as  a variety of 
other flow control mechanisms. 
By way of contrast, all LISP dialects (including 
Scheme) use recursion as their major control 
mechanism. We saw that recursion is often not the 
most efficient implementation mechanism. 
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Taken together with the central role of eval in LISP, this may have 
prompted the following statement, attributed to Alan Perlis of Yale 
University (1922-1990):  “LISP programmers know the value  of 
everything, and the cost  of nothing''. 
In fact, the origin of this quote goes back to Oscar Wilde. In The 
Picture of Dorian Gray (1891), Lord Darlington defines a cynic as ``a 
man who knows the price of everything and the value of nothing''. 

Picture from a web Page by 
Paolo Alessandrini 



Hanoi Monster revisited 
def hanoi_move(start,via,target,n,k): 
      """finds the k-th move in Hanoi Towers instanc with n disks  """  
      if n<=0: 
          return "zero or fewer disks" 
     elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int : 
          return "number of moves is illegal" 
     elif k==2**(n-1): 
          return str.format("disk {}  from {}  to {} ", n, start, target) 
     elif k<2**(n-1): 
          return hanoi_move(start,target,via,n-1,k) 
     else: 
          return hanoi_move(via,start,target,n-1,k-2**(n-1)) 
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Hanoi Monster –  
Our Solution was tail recursive 

We observe that it is tail recursive. We can 
transform it to an iterative solution. 
First, we will rearrange the code so that initial 
part that is executed only once (in the initial 
call) is separated. (We replace elif by else if). 
Next we concentrate on the main part, create 
a while loop, and replace the recursive calls by 
an assignment of all the parameter values. 
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Hanoi Monster rearranged 
def hanoi_move(start,via,target,n,k): 
      """finds the k-th move in Hanoi Towers instanc with n disks  """  
      if n<=0: 
          return "zero or fewer disks" 
     elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int : 
          return "number of moves is illegal" 
     else: 
           if  k==2**(n-1): 
               return str.format("disk {}  from {}  to {} ", n, start, target) 
          elif k<2**(n-1): 
               return hanoi_move(start,target,via,n-1,k) 
         else: 
               return hanoi_move(via,start,target,n-1,k-2**(n-1)) 50 

elif replaced 
by else if 



Hanoi Monster - from recursion to loop 
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           if  k==2**(n-1): 
               return str.format("disk {}  from {}  to {} ", n, start, target) 

           elif k<2**(n-1): 

 else: 

via,start,target,n-1,k-2**(n-1) return hanoi_move (                                                             ) 

start,target,via,n-1,k 

 start,via,target,n,k =  

return hanoi_move (                                                      )  start,via,target,n,k =  

 while True: 

We create a while loop, to enclose this part  
 We replace the recursive calls by an 
assignment of all the parameter values. 
 
 



Hanoi  Monster Solution  
Simple Iterative Solution 

def hanoi_move1(start,via,target,n,k): 
      """finds the k-th move in an Hanoi Towers instance 
       with n discs. Iterative version  """  
      if n<=0: 
          return "zero or fewer disks" 
      elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int: 
          return "number of moves is illegal" 
     else: 
          while True: 
               if k==2**(n-1): 
                      return str.format("disk {} from {} to {}, n, start, target) 
               elif k<2**(n-1:) 
                    start,via,target,n,k   = start,target,via,n-1,k 
              else: 
                     start,via,target,n,k    = via,start,target,n-1,k-2**(n-1) 
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Hanoi Monster: Recursive vs. Iterative 

We will check the correctness of the iterative code by Running 
it on a small instance where moves can be verified directly. 
Running it on larger instances and verifying that its results are 
identical to the results of the recursive algorithm. 
This is not a proof of correctness, but at least it reinforces our 
belief in this code. 
We maintain that the recursive solution is easier to come up 
with, and it is somewhat easier to verify its correctness. 
Yet the iterative solution is way more efficient, and can handle a 
large number of disks (say n = 106), where the recursion 
solution fails. 
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Recursive vs. Iterative: A Small Sanity Check 
>>> for elem in HanoiTowers ("A","B","C" ,4): 
         print ( elem ) 
disk 1 from A to B 
disk 2 from A to C 
disk 1 from B to C 
disk 3 from A to B 
disk 1 from C to A 
disk 2 from C to B 
disk 1 from A to B 
disk 4 from A to C 
disk 1 from B to C 
disk 2 from B to A 
disk 1 from C to A 
disk 3 from B to C 
disk 1 from A to B 
disk 2 from A to C 
disk 1 from B to C 
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Recursive vs. Iterative: More Sanity Checks 
>>> hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,4 ,5) 
'disk 1 from C to A' 
>>> hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,4 ,5) 
'disk 1 from C to A' 
>>> hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,4 ,9) 
'disk 1 from B to C' 
>>> hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,4 ,9) 
'disk 1 from B to C‘ 
>>> hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,400 ,5**90) 
'disk 1 from A to B' 
>>> hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,400 ,5**90) 
'disk 1 from A to B' 
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Recursive vs. Iterative: limitations of recursion  

>> hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,1000 ,5**201+17) 
'disk 2 from B to A' 
>>> hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,1000 ,5**201+17) 
Traceback ( most recent call last ): 
     File "<pyshell #69 >", line 1, in <module > 
           hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,1000 ,5**201+17) 
      File “ ….  “   line 35, in hanoi_move 
            return hanoi_move (start , target ,via ,n -1,k) 
      ……                                                                    (Many lines omitted) 
RuntimeError : maximum recursion depth exceeded in comparison 
>>> hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,10**4 ,5**900+97) 
'disk 2 from A to C' 56 



Recursive vs. Iterative: Timing 
>>> elapsed ( """ hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,900 ,2**900 -1) """ ) 
0.0072909999999950514 
>>> elapsed ( """ hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,900 ,2**900 -1) """ ) 
0.0050880000000006476 
>>> elapsed ( """ hanoi_move ("A","B","C" ,900 ,5**90+97) """ ) 
0.007913999999999533 
>>> elapsed ( """ hanoi_move1 ("A","B","C" ,900 ,5**90+97) """ ) 
0.003571000000000879 
The iterative solution is just under two times faster than the recursive 
one. This is not that impressive!. 
Iterative solutions written by CS1001.py students ET and RT (Erez 
Timnat and Roi Tagar) in 2012 (code not shown) attained speed up 
factors of 1000 and even more. However, they required a deeper 
understanding of the algorithm's dynamics, and were much much 
harder to comprehend. 
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  Recursion and Iteration - summary 

As we have seen, conversion from tail recursion to iteration is 
easy, and can even done automatically. 
Converting non-tail recursion to iteration (or to tail recursion) is 
harder. Sometimes it may be accomplished by introducing 
additional parameters to pass the state of the computation (as in 
tail_sum).  
It is more complicated for non-linear recursion (when a function 
calls itself more than once). We will look at fibonacci (which is a 
non-linear recursion) again next time.  
In principle, it is always possible to convert recursion to iteration 
by simulating the control, using a special data structure to keep 
track. But this would yield a very complicated algorithm. 
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XKCD View on Tail Recursion 
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